
Secure Upgrade
For SP Central Pharmacy Management &  
Robotic Prescription Dispensing Systems

• Upgrades operating system, database,  
and hardware

• Ensures continued Microsoft support  
and updates

• Supports ScriptPro’s latest generation  
of products

• Offers enhanced software functionality

ScriptPro offers a Secure Upgrade to customers with SP Central Pharmacy 
Management and Robotic Prescription Dispensing Systems. The upgrade 
improves system security, updates computers/drives, and includes an 
advanced Operating System, Database, and the latest production server. 
As part of the upgrade, customers can implement a wide variety of new 
ScriptPro products and advanced software features.

Upgraded Software, Operating System, Database, and Hardware

   SP Central software upgrade to latest version offering many  
advanced features

   Operating System upgrade to Microsoft Windows 10  
(Microsoft support of Windows 7 ends January 2020)

   Server upgrade to Windows Server 2016

   Database upgrade to Microsoft SQL 2017 

   Robot computer upgrade to Intel Core i5 processor and latest  
Motion Control Card

   Computer and memory upgrade for SP Datapoint (Secure Upgrade 
is not available for SP Checkpoint or SP Station; for a limited time 
ScriptPro is offering a trade-in credit for SP Checkpoint and SP Station 
that can be applied towards purchase of an SP Datapoint)

Additional Supported Products Available

  APCS (Advanced Pharmacy Clinical Services)

  CPMS (Contract Pharmacy Management System)

  340B Management Package

  PharmacyPro Mobile Point of Sale Module (App)

  RefillPro (App)

   SP Central Communications Module (Refill Reminders,  
Pickup Reminders, & Shipping Notifications)

  Central Fill and Mail Order Pharmacy support

  RCM (Robotic Cell Multiplexor)

  Electronic Door Locks

  Locking Cell Column

  Full Disk Encryption

  SRS (Storage and Retrieval System)

About ScriptPro

We create innovative, seamlessly-integrated 
robotics and workflow systems that optimize 
pharmacy services. As patient care progresses 
from inpatient to outpatient and long-term 
care settings, the need for advanced systems 
to support medication therapy is evolving. 
Our solutions include strategic planning and 
financial management services that help health 
systems succeed in a dynamic and financially 
challenging environment.

Features and Benefits
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Software, Operating System, Database, and Hardware*
SP Central Software Software upgraded to the latest version.

Microsoft Windows 10  
Operating System

64 bit OS offers excellent performance, stability, and security; ensures continued Microsoft support of the most 
up-to-date Microsoft Windows updates. (Microsoft support of Windows 7 ends January 2020)

Microsoft SQL 2017 Database 64 bit DB is large and robust.

Windows Server 2016 Enhanced data protection through redundant server capability and redundant data and transaction log backups 
with RAID 1 data protection for the operating system and RAID 10 for the database. RAM is 32GB.

Intel Core i5 processor and 
Motion Control Card (Robot)

Intel Core i5 processor and Motion Control Card – Improved processor not only ensures support of ScriptPro’s latest 
peripheral devices, but also offers redundant power supplies, increased reliability, and more speed and RAM for 
faster user interface button responses, dialog load times, and all around better performance.

Computer Drives SP Datapoints upgraded with 4GB of memory and/or new computer drives to support Windows 10.

Additional Supported Products Available – Contact ScriptPro for more information or a product demo!**

APCS

Advanced Pharmacy Clinical Services (APCS) is a patient case management platform for the complex clinical care 
associated with chronic disease, pain management, and specialty drug therapies. Leveraging ScriptPro’s world 
class pharmacy management system, APCS is uniquely positioned to combine patient profile and dispensing 
data with clinical program documentation.

CPMS
Contract Pharmacy Management System (CPMS) provides real-time 340B Contract Pharmacy Processing 
Services for Covered Entities wanting to facilitate providing medications for patients through cooperative 
arrangements with Contract Pharmacies.

340B Management Package
340B Management Package provides pharmacies the industry’s most advanced tool for managing 340B 
programs. Pharmacies no longer need to spend valuable resources separating 340B inventory costs, monitoring 
patient eligibility, or tracking and reconciling prescriptions to ensure audit compliance.

PharmacyPro Mobile Point of Sale 
Module (App)

PharmacyPro Mobile Point of Sale Module gives you the freedom to capture signatures and process prescription 
sales payments in real time at your patient’s doorstep or hospital bedside.

RefillPro (App)
RefillPro is a mobile application that offers your customers a way to refill prescriptions and get information about 
your pharmacy on their smartphone or tablet. The app is free for your customers to download and makes refilling 
prescriptions easier than ever.

SP Central Communications 
Module

SP Central Communications Module allows your pharmacy to automatically send Pickup Reminder, Refill 
Reminder, and Shipping Notification text messages to customers from SP Central. Shipping Notifications include 
the Tracking # in the text!

Central Fill and Mail Order 
Pharmacy

ScriptPro can work with you to either design a new central fill/mail order pharmacy operation or bring efficiencies 
to an existing one. Please contact ScriptPro to find out more!

RCM
Robotic Cell Multiplexors (RCMs) increase throughput of ScriptPro’s SP Line of robots by up to 33% by counting 
and staging medications for immediate dispensing. Up to 14 RCMs supported for SP 200, 6 RCMs for SP 100, 
and up to 2 RCMs for SP 50.

Electronic Door Locks Electronic Door Locks restrict and track user access to the robotics cabinet by requiring an operator to enter or 
scan an electronic PIN code in order to open the cabinet doors.

Locking Cell Column Locking Cell Column limits access to the 25 cells located in Column A of the robotics cabinet, providing additional 
security for narcotics and other high-value medications.

Full Disk Encryption Full Disk Encryption encrypts data at rest on SP Central Server and Client hard disk drives. It ensures data (such 
as patient PHI and PII) is unreadable if the hard disk drive is removed, lost, or stolen.

SRS

ScriptPro’s Storage and Retrieval System (SRS) is the industry’s most advanced will call robot. By using barcode 
controls while storing items, SRS saves time and worry by efficiently retrieving the correct prescription bag(s) for 
the waiting patient, eliminating the hassle of searching through racks of hanging bags and any concerns of the 
patient going home with the wrong prescriptions.

*If compatible hardware is already installed, ScriptPro will discount the upgrade accordingly.
**Standard features and/or additional supported products may be available pre-upgrade dependent upon customer’s existing software version.
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